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CASE STUDY

Micro-Dot Gloves
Resolve Parts
Handling Problems

Ellsworth Develops
“Cold Solder” Process
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onnecting wires to flexible circuits can be a challenge. The high temperatures used in conventional
solder methods can damage substrate materials. Solder alternatives, silver-filled conductive epoxies, cure in
hours versus the much shorter assembly times provided
by solder techniques. Ellsworth Adhesives recently
worked with a customer bonding wires to silver coated
PET. The customer needed a fast assembly method that
would not damage flexible circuit materials, but would
provide high-durability connections and maximum conductivity.
The solution involved using a UV cure urethane in
combination with a silver-filled epoxy. Step one of the
process was to connect the wire to the silver circuit and
apply the silver-filled epoxy over the connection. Step
two was to dispense a small drop of UV encapsulant over
the epoxy/wire/substrate connection. While holding the
connection together, the assembly was then exposed
to UV light. The rapid UV cure fixtured the assembly
together holding the wire and flex circuit together with
the filled epoxy connection. With the connection in
place, the epoxy was then cured using a prescribed
cure schedule. Ellsworth was able to provide the epoxy
in two forms, premixed and frozen in syringes and in
two component flexible packaging for transfer to one
component syringes.
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prominent automotive parts manufacturer that powder coats parts for a hard, tougher finish needed better gloves that provided day-long comfort, good grip
with high dexterity; eliminated deposit of body oils and
lint on parts; and offer cost savings.
The manufacturer tried various gloves for this
new production line but workers found these gloves
uncomfortable to wear for long-shift work; increased
hand fatigue and perspiration; or left lint on parts. Other
less expensive gloves also wore out quickly since workers
had to load 25,000 parts per day onto the production
conveyor hangers.
The manufacturer turned to GO Gloves™ (GlovesOnline, Inc.) for a solution since they were experienced
glove specialists and handled a broad range of gloves
for industrial applications. Once GO Gloves identified
the production requirements and problems together with
worker’s concerns, they offered 3 coated glove options
based on performance, comfort, and price.
After weeks of testing the finished parts and reviewing
worker evaluations, the manufacturer selected the AllDay® Micro-Dot Gloves since this model addressed each
production problem and increased worker acceptance.
The solutions that the Micro-Dot Gloves provided
were thinness, close fit, dust and lint free, great tactile and
grip properties, breathablity, and worker comfort. Besides
being very cost effective, the manufacturer only had to
stock 2 sizes; one universal stretch size and one extra small
size for women with small hands since more sizes would
have been required with conventional coated gloves.
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